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Prime Minister Tony Abbott 10-03-2015
Qld Governor Paul de Jersey
& Premier’s Beattie to Palaszczuk?
for the 14 Judges that struck off
Potential ‘Whistleblowers’
ex-QDPP Bar. Davida Williams.
Aust. Federal & State Governments
QPS Solicitor Kate Bradley
Re: Q. Speaker Wellington’s QLS / CBA solution
Qld Police Union
Commissioner of Taxation
‘To first defend the law’
Financial Ombudsman Services
Chris Jordan AO
Justice Byrne’s CJC / CMC / CCC reform
Carla Busuttil, Cust. Exp. Manager
Deputy Comm. Superannuation
Justice / Misconduct by Corruption!
& Emma Barbour, Dispute Officer
Alison Lendon
Via
protection rackets
for CBA Case No’s 50355,
Aged Care Complaints Scheme
Cf208750, 803040160 & 380929
c/o Jenna Saunders / Jessica Boyle

$50,000 WHISTLEBLOWER REWARD

Labor 44 seats
WHY
PROMISE
REFORM

Davida
Williams
MOB Barrister

LNP 42 + 2 seats
Speaker
Wellington
for

CEO Ian Narev’s

BUT
FAIL TO
DELIVER

natural holistic justice by ATO integration?
To expose Mum’s shareholder free gift ‘scam’ by ACCC LBB of Scams invoice.
This extortion demand was confirmed by Barrister Paul McQuade as a fraudulent caveat / site liquidation
scam! As Army Colonel / Law Reform Judge Pat Shanahan directed “To do the obvious”, to confirm
the Head Contractor Rob Wilson's handwriting / signature,
to Justice Muir's shareholder,
and extortion invoice scams,
Mum and John please pay.
(If not Mum believed she would lose her home
as a shareholder home mortgage condition)
1. a/ This confirms Wilson's scam to own our 22 block subdivision at Lychee Place Belmont, Bne. via
liquidation as fraudulent creditors. This scam is best explained by Project Engineer John Koek and
Accountant Tim Allen's written damages reports. A must read to confirm JF & Pike's valuation for the
CBA correction to replace Project Engineer, Henwood. Henwood was approving 300% for extras,
known as a self funded crime. The ATO Tax Evasion Team Leader, Tony Coburn, could collect this
$50,000 'whistleblower' reward, due to their integration as victims in common with our HEHS
superfund total loss as beneficiaries, in conjunction with the ATO estimated loss of $460,311, which can
be confirmed by Explorer Super. The Sunshine Coast Daily promised a follow up story to Bill Hoffman's
article 14-06-2014. The rorts to these $billion construction industry scams are known as 'The
Shareholder Home Mortgage Loan Scam' and the 'Site Solutions protection racket', at a cost to
us of $30,000 paid to the Civil Engineer, Brad Jones, for protection against further nun-chucker attacks.
All of this evidence was hidden from the courts due to the CBA / QDPP fraudulent plea-bargain for the
QPS to automatically close this case.
b/ Hence the need to correct Court of Appeal Justice John Muir's decision, because I refused to pay
$10,000. The $10,000 initiated from an insurance claim to cover site sabotage by Wilson. Wilson tried
to claim this payment to repair the site from the damage he caused in another attempt to have me
liquidated. In the court I was told by Davida to keep my mouth shut. Muir had no choice but to liquidate
the subdivision with the information given to him by Davida who had her own motives. Due to the fact
that Davida was a known criminal, Muir had not received the QPS detail (to this EPA Sect. 32 style site
sabotage scam). BCC Site Insp. Gary Kopp directed Wynnum Police, who provided the EPA
paperwork to lay criminal charges against Rob Wilson, Brad Jones and Greg Henwood, who conspired
to run these scams. The Insurance Assessor and Broker only paid the $10,000 insurance claim as a
commercial decision to keep our business, so this evidence could be used to help expose organised
crime in the building and construction industry.
c/ As part of our $1m QPS requested budget from then Police Minister Judy Spence, due to the lack of
intelligence used by CIB Det. Insp. Trevor Kidd and former Fraud Squad Sgt. Brett Heath, we are forced
to volunteer this $50,000 reward, held by Suncorp with a HEHS superfund condition:-
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You support Speaker Wellington via Bill Hoffman, Editor Sunshine Coast Daily, to reform the CCC,
APRA, ASIC and ACCC down, to take note of all victims claims and gain obvious superfund victims
benefits, where the ATO Tax Avoidance team identify an estimated tax loss in common with the
superfund victims. The ATO estimated loss of $460,311 is an amount that cannot be ignored. So why
ignore the obvious ATO intelligence to solve this case? ***
d/ As a prison reform consultant, this procedure is called 'To check the checker'. If you still do not
understand, simulate the Fitzgerald Report where this case is similar to the nightmare of putting former
Police Commissioner Terry Lewis in prison for racketeering. This drives our corrupt ex-QDPP MOB
Barrister's victims to become 'whistleblowers' and volunteer our superfunds and life's work for law
reform? Yes! This is real commitment and accountability my parents would be proud of, if only they
could be here for this Senate investigation and hear the banks, one after another apologise for the
heartache and damage they caused, as seen on TV.
e/ Dr. Frank Walsh, Clinical Psychologist confirmed “As the son of a WO1 in the RAAF you do not
give up on your Mum.” Walsh also said words to the effect “I cannot solve your legal problems. All I
can say is you are of sound mind and you have the ability within you to solve these rackets and
scams.” As the CBA Bank Manager said to me in reference this Senate investigation “We are faced
with new scams every day.” So why not accept our help via Criminal Code Sect. 399, where it's our
duty as victims to report these scams and have successful QPS criminal charges laid. This will expose
the Senate finding that ASIC, Bne. were influenced by the Credit Manager Grahame Ledwidge, who
tried to cover up a long list of mistakes as confirmed by Judge Shanahan for QLS law reform. Hence,
ASIC Perth had the good sense to check the ASIC Bne. cover-up. (Well done!) They asked the question
“But who stole your money?” Yes, our aim, to smash this low life filth that tried to steal my Mother's
home over a 15yr period, then aged 80 to 95yrs. Identified by the Public Curators Office as Elderly
Abuse. Study their handbook as proof.
f/ My Son Aran had de Groots legal team draw up a 'family trust' to ensure no-one could steal my
Mother's home or be forced to pay this CBA proven ACCC style fraudulent invoice, ignored by Det. Kidd
and Heath, as proof of their need for education and training.
g/ Dr. Walsh provided a lesson in Psychology, quote “It's only over when it's over and it's not over
yet”.
2. a/ Focus on the Crown QPS forensic report via Dr./Prof. Michele Pathè's quote “I do believe the
above events are real”. Pathè advised “You will not get justice”. Her obvious motive “They (the
crime cartel) do not want you to win”.
b/ The key pivotal point of this case; ask why as the victims, the official forensic report states “You will
not get justice”. The good news after 15yrs, both the Police Admin, through Asst. Commissioner Pat
Doonan and the Police Union via several 'whistleblowers', from Asst. Commissioner down, confirmed
the QPS Prosecution Dept. Tank Street, Brisbane reports match. They state they do not have the funds
to examine every detail to a normal R&D, SAA, then EPA, IPA, TGA holistic standard. Hence the pleabargain shortcut to provide 2nd class justice. Hence the saying “You get what you pay for”. We
have to pay more to win and then keep paying for law reform. This is because in frustration, Police Risk
Management via Doonan, found it easier to have Kidd and Heath blame the message boy. I act as
director for our HEHS superfund to try and resolve 'this confessed bank circus'. Pathè will confirm
this is standard psychological procedure to blame the victim, to kick them in the guts when they are
down instead of going after the guilty. Again as proof, please explain why we paid Brad Jones $30,000
for protection against Rob Wilson? Wilson believed that in signing a contract our lives were under
his control. Hence the need to study both Koek's and Allen's engineering and money trail damages
reports. What is the definition of a 'damages report'? We have proved the loss of our superfund
benefit, so again look at the obvious, the QDPP / CBA confirmed plea-bargain run by Davida behind
closed bank doors. Davida confessed guilt as a known criminal to lesser crimes, with the knowledge
this crime cartel would walk free.
3. a/ Hence, with 7 Supreme Court Judges from MacKenzie, White, Muir, Byrne, de Jersey, Chesterman
and McPherson, who must support the court Registrars findings of Davida's 'vexatious act' to hide the
CBA answer to White's question, “Why did the CBA pay Mr Bright $25,000”? Davida hid the CBA
written answer “We do not give disclosure to bank business”.
To mean, to sack their Loans Manager James Pitman, who made a correction, only to be over-ruled by
his boss Grahame Ledwidge, who made a chain of mistakes? Shanahan said this is the best case for
law reform.
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b/ Therefore we had no choice but to act as 'whistleblowers', to stand outside the CBA / ASIC, 240
Queen St. Bne., Police Headquarters, and the Supreme and District courts with other victims, and for
years blow our whistles and where possible when Police allowed us, to scream at the top of our voice
“Do not trust this bank, this bank are criminals. Help the QPS lay criminal charges”. Yes! The
obvious need for the full 14 Judges on this case to, by law, gain full discovery and disclosure to all the
details related to this case overruled in yet another way by this obvious CBA cover up, known as
character assassination.
So what of my character? Please consider it's recorded, we learn most of what we need to know by the
age of 6. (i) At 7yrs of age our local Doctor reported to my parents “Yes! Your son is dying of
Septicaemia” (Yes, blood poisoning). A then common cause of death, but I was old enough to hear
and understand what the Dr. said to my parents, “There is a new drug, Penicillin, and we would like
to try it”. Yes, Penicillin saved my life. (ii) At 12 I stepped off the footpath onto the carriage way and a
hand came out of nowhere and pulled me back onto the footpath, A truck load had moved and a piece of
timber flashed in front of me (it felt the same as the nun-chucker attack, when the nun-chucker clipped
my nose, smashing the telephone and preventing me from calling the Police. It just left one small drop
of blood on my shirt.) (iii) At age 15 I fell down a cliff (approx 1mtr) directly onto the climber below. Any
further down and we would have both been killed. The then Asst. Scout Master, Colin Chick (19) (who
went on to be a QPS Sergeant, motorcycle section) saved me from certain death. To my surprise, 9
times I have been close to death. After that it was car accidents and a plane that stalled on take-off. On
each and every occasion I walked away without a scratch. Each time I was in shock. How could I be so
lucky? (iv) Now consider, because I loved to dance I tried to be the first on the floor. It was normal for me
to be the first person some (would be) jealous boyfriend wanted to punch in the head. I suffered with
one major king hit that almost broke my jaw. On another occasion 4 thugs got me outside the dance hall
(Railway Institute Bne.), one a professional boxer. It was normal for this gang to kick as you went down,
breaking ribs so you finish up in hospital. I was fortunate Police came to my aid. Yes! I was saved again
by the QPS. It became normal to think of the QPS as backup, as I do today.
a/ Now consider my education and training:- At age 15, on school holidays I accepted a part time job for
the Dept. of Weight & Measures. I soon learnt that each set of commercial scales are tested each year
and if the customer is sold underweight products, it is a criminal offence and the supplier could be
charged, similar to this scales of justice test case.
b/ This is important:- At 17, I worked in a testing lab at Tennyson Power Station. We tested the air, water
and coal. We knew then on no account would you build a power station in a residential area because
the obvious pollution affects your health. Before the power station was officially commissioned, the
order was given to shut it down. With 3 local power stations on the Brisbane River, $billions were
wasted. Hence the testing industries quote “To know what is going to happen before it happens”.
We know today because we have the testing results to prove it. In the Army this is called intelligence.
We learnt what is called Police Ethical Standards, Healthcare and Crime Prevention methods. The
start of the EPA, IPA, PESC, CJC, CMC & CCC, known as work in progress
a/ In March 1967, we started our healthcare business, best known as Healthequip. I studied mainly in
Japan, China and USA. I learnt what is called 'simulation', to use work ethics, to go to bed with a
problem and wake up in general around 1am with a solution, and to write it down before I forgot the
detail. It was normal to work a 17hr day and then crash.
b/ My role was to pull the product apart, find its faults and rebuild it. Our best example is the piece of
cake or pie chart principle for marketing that has been adopted across Australia and beyond. I also
learnt attention to detail from ex-Minister for Welfare, Terry White. As ex-President of the Pharmacy
Guild he acted as our sponsor and helped us establish 500 distributors across Australia. We like to
think we helped save 100,000 lives via the AMA and Pharmacy Guild. We helped the AIS to win gold.
With prison reform to create USA style correctional centres. We helped improve driver training systems
with the help of Toyota and Ace Driving School to the Japanese/USA system. (TBC)
a/ It was not until two lines were left out of a CBA loan agreement our lives changed from success after
success to character assassination. We were falsely charged 4 times with the aid of Davida, an exQDPP Prosecution expert. This is best understood as QDPP insider trading. Best example, Davida's
confession of guilt “You would be surprised what goes on behind (CBA) closed doors”. Now
identified as a fraudulent QDPP plea-bargain.
b/ Our first victim was our Healthequip Manager, Gary Armstrong, charged for Davida's $198,000 NAB
forgery, because she forged his signature, prior to being engaged by Grahame Ledwidge for the
CBA to destroy our case and try and give all our team criminal records.***
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Gary worked for me for 17yrs, until we were forced to sell Healthequip. Not once in all that time did we
ever have an argument. 90% of the time Gary had an answer to whatever problem we faced. Together
we ensured success. It was common for Gary to finish work at 7pm instead of the normal 5pm.
c/ In running up to 5 small businesses at the one time we did find a common small business scam (i)
The act of sabotage in various forms. In brief, described as an inside job, to gain a position of trust
where unfortunately due to the enormous pressure of running a successful business, most couples
divorce. As proof, Walsh's advice to tell Janice, my then wife, suffering depression as a breast cancer
victim in fear of death, “It's okay to have both a family and a family business”. Unfortunately I was
the fool, when I was at work Janice was in bed with the new boyfriend. When her money ran out, the
boyfriend moved on. (ii) Various fraudsters worked as a Junior Partner, Sales Manager, Accountant,
Purchasing Officer and franchisees. The major scam was to send the business broke or bankrupt, to
either buy the business cheap or pass off as Healthfitequip, a scam that took 6yrs to expose. As proof,
the Chemist responsible for passing off was struck off from the Pharmacy Board and Guild and we
settled out of court. Like Davida this criminal act cost us dearly. Hence, Grahame Ledwidge's
statement “Breast cancer and divorce is a death sentence”, so he fraudulently closed our account.
8. a/ Now comes the CIB direction that patience and time will solve this case or the QDPP Prosecution
direction 'to keep the faith', to keep telling the truth, or as the power of one 'first with the head and
then with the heart'. (i) When we have run our legal argument as best we can with a $1m legal budget,
we must rely on our Army, Navy & Air Force family training to hold the line until help comes and it will
come. (ii) Peter Wellington apologised for the past 10yrs. As our local Member he explained, quote
“There is nothing I can do (as an Independent)”. The good news, times change and our case has
grown tenfold. Consider our biggest QDPP plea-bargain scams to provide second class justice. I
believe in technology, in radar to see in the dark, in laser rifles to pinpoint the target. (As proof, we ran a
Police interstate competition with a Chinese delegation from Nanjing.) No better example of QPS
success than DNA, it could have solved this case.
b/ The knowledge that one day we will have QPS computers that will think for themselves. Our
criminals are not that smart, they left a mountain of clues. Why let these criminals continue to trade
when we have all the Premiers requested solution.
9. a/ With one vote Peter Wellington's CJC, CMC, CCC testing procedure for the APRA, ASIC / ACCC
reform can be assured. The answer is found in Criminal Code Sect. 399 but not written into law as the
obvious 'law of abandonment' similar to the USA style RICO Act.
b/ The CIB education and training on the Nigerian inheritance scam and the Daniel Morcombe style
school training are perfect examples. All school children must be taught the basics of scams. Police
cannot solve a problem if they admit they do not know how and through lack of training they rip up
evidence and throw the victims out of their Police Station. All must learn (i) the Ponzi scam, (ii) the
subprime mortgage loan scam, (iii) the shareholder home mortgage loan scam (SHMS), (iv) the 'Site
Solutions protection racket', to answer why we paid $30,000 to prevent bikie extortion. (v) As all
banks agree to the obvious, the need is for a self-help handbook or banking instruction manual. As
Grahame Ledwidge put it “We never said we do not make mistakes, you should have known”. His
obvious meaning, what to do to fix bank mistakes!
10.Damian, the Journalist for the Sunshine Coast Daily, promised to contact Peter Wellington to confirm
his support for CCC reform as a backup to Bill Hoffman's concern that the Qld. Gov. loses an estimated
$1.25b in rorts in the Qld building and construction industry each year. It's a fact that most people live in
fear of protection rackets. Our HEHS superfund beneficiaries are no better example. They saw what
th
happened to me. The latest QPS scam; to be locked up in a mental ward for 16 days to prove for the 4
time, I am of sound mind to be used as a Crown witness. Our aim is to expose their average superfund
loss of $125,000 each, dating back 15yrs. So in revision, focus on Rob Wilson's hand writing as proof of
guilt, via a 'shareholder / extortion demand' to generate this $50,000 'whistleblower' reward.
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Signed John Bright

TO GAIN JUSTICE FOR ALL.
TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

Ph: (07) 5478 5906
brights@live.com.au
www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560

